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THE COULOMB BRANCH FORMULA FOR
QUIVER MODULI SPACES
JAN MANSCHOT, BORIS PIOLINE, AND ASHOKE SEN
Abstract. In recent series of works, by translating properties of multi-centered supersymmetric black holes into the language of quiver representations, we proposed a formula that
expresses the Hodge numbers of the moduli space of semi-stable representations of quivers
with generic superpotential in terms of a set of invariants associated to ‘single-centered’ or
‘pure-Higgs’ states. The distinguishing feature of these invariants is that they are independent of the choice of stability condition. Furthermore they are uniquely determined by the
χy -genus of the moduli space. Here, we provide a self-contained summary of the Coulomb
branch formula, spelling out mathematical details but leaving out proofs and physical motivations.
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1. Introduction
A quiver is a collection of nodes i = 1, . . . , K connected by arrows i −→ j, and
decorated by positive integers Ni and real parameters ζi .1 In the physics literature,
quivers describe the matter content of supersymmetric gauge theories [1, 2]. The
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 16G20, 37P45, 81T60, 83E50.
Keywords: representations of quivers, moduli spaces, quiver quantum mechanics, bound states.
1 This definition differs slightly from the common definition of a quiver in mathematical literature. There a quiver is typically defined as an oriented graph. The collection of data we call a
quiver, is in the mathematical literature sometimes referred to as a quiver setting.
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nodes label U (Ni ) gauge groups, the arrows denote bifundamental matter, while the
ζi are known as Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) parameters. In the mathematics literature,
quivers are fundamental objects in representation theory (see e.g. [3, 4] for entry
points). The collection of integers (N1 , · · · NK ) is called the dimension vector and
the parameters (ζ1 , · · · ζK ) define a choice of stability condition [5].
We restrict to 2-acyclic quivers, i.e. such that there are no arrows running in
both directions between any two nodes — in a generic situation such arrows can
be removed in pairs without affecting the relevant results. Let γij be the number
of arrows from the i-th node to the j-th node: γij is a positive integer if the arrows
are directed from the i-th to the j-th node, and negative in the opposite situation.
There is no loss of generality in assuming that the FI parameters associated to any
quiver satisfy
K
X
Ni ζi = 0 .
(1.1)
i=1

It is convenient to introduce an abstract K-dimensionalPvector space spanned by
basis elements γ1 , · · · γK , and associate a vector γ =
i Ni γi to a quiver with
dimension vector N ≡ (N1 , · · · NK ). Since the Ni are integers, the vector γ belongs
to a K-dimensional lattice Γ spanned P
by basis vectors γi . We also denote by Γ+
the cone of lattice vectors of the form i ni γi with ni > 0; all physical quivers are
+
described by some vector
Pγ ∈ Γ . Finally we introduce a vector space V consisting
of elements of the form i ui γi with ui ∈ R, and a bilinear symplectic product (the
Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger, or DSZ product) on V via
DX
E X
X
ui γi ,
vj γ j =
γij ui vj .
(1.2)
i

j

i,j

It will also be convenient to introduce
P the inner product between the FI parameters
ζ = (ζ1 , · · · ζK ) and a vector u = i ui γi ∈ V:
ζ ·u=

K
X

ζi ui ,

(1.3)

i=1

so that equation (1.1) can be expressed as ζ · γ = 0. In the following we shall denote
by Q(γ; ζ) a quiver with dimension vector N and FI parameters ζ satisfying (1.1).
To each quiver Q(γ; ζ), one associates a quiver moduli space M(γ; ζ) defined as
follows. One introduces complex variables φ`k,α,ss0 for every pair of nodes `, k for
which γ`k > 0. Here α runs over γ`k values, s is an index labelling the fundamental
representation of U (N` ) and s0 is an index representing the anti-fundamental representation of U (Nk ). The quiver moduli space M(γ; ζ) is defined to be the space
of solutions to the D-term and F-term constraints,
X
X
(`)a
(`)a∗
φ∗`k,α,ss0 Tst φ`k,α,ts0 −
φ∗k`,α,s0 s Tst φk`,α,s0 t = ζ` Tr (T (`)a ) ∀ `, a,
k,s,t,s0 ,α
γ`k >0

k,s,t,s0 ,α
γk` >0

∂W
= 0,
∂φ`k,α,ss0

∀ `, k, α, s, s0 ,

(1.4)

Q
modded out by the natural action of the gauge group ` U (N` ). Here the T (`)a are
the generators of the U (N` ) gauge group, and W is a gauge invariant holomorphic
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function of the variables φ`k,α,ss0 , known as the superpotential.2 Equivalently, one
may define M(γ; ζ) as the quotient of a certain open subset of solutions of the Fterm constraints
(the second line in (1.4)) by the action of the complexified gauge
Q
group ` GL(N` , C). The open subset is the space of quiver representations which
are semi-stable with respect to ζ [5]. This induces a natural complex structure
on M(γ; ζ), and shows that M(γ; ζ) is a quasi-projective algebraic variety. For
generic superpotential and primitive charge vector γ (i.e. gcd({Ni }) = 1), M(γ; ζ)
is believed to be a compact, smooth projective variety.
Let hp,q (M) denote the Hodge numbers of the quiver moduli space M(γ; ζ). We
define the Dolbeault polynomial of M(γ; ζ) to be
X
Q(γ; ζ; y, t) ≡
hp,q (M) (−y)p+q−d tp−q ,
(1.5)
p,q

where y and t are complex variables. Thus Q(γ; ζ; y, t) encodes all the Hodge numbers of M(γ; ζ). The specialization of Q(γ;
t) at y = 1/t = v 1/2 is proportional
P ζ; y,
p,q
to the Hirzebruch χy -genus χ(M, y) = p,q h (M) (−1)p y q ,
X
Q(γ; ζ; y = v 1/2 ; t = v −1/2 ) ≡
hp,q (M) (−1)p+q−d v q−d/2
p,q

= (−1)d v −d/2 χ(M, −v)

(1.6)

The Hirzebruch χy -genus can in principle be computed using the HirzebruchRiemann-Roch theorem (see e.g. [6]). A systematic procedure for computing it
using localization techniques in quiver quantum mechanics was presented recently
in [32, 33].
In order to deal with cases where γ is not primitive, it is useful to define
X 1 y − y −1
Q(γ/m; ζ; y m , tm ) ,
(1.7)
Q̄(γ; ζ; y, t) =
m y m − y −m
m|γ
P
where m|γ means that m is a common divisor of (N1 , · · · , NK ) if γ = ` N` γ` .
Q̄(γ; ζ; y, t) is a polynomial in t with coefficients which are rational functions of y.
The Dolbeault polynomial Q(γ; ζ; y, t) can be recovered from Q̄(γ; ζ; y, t) by the
Möbius inversion formula,
X µ(m) y − y −1
Q(γ; ζ; y, t) =
Q̄(γ/m; ζ; y m , tm ) ,
(1.8)
m y m − y −m
m|γ

where µ(m) is the Möbius function (i.e. 1 if m is a product of an even number of
distinct primes, −1 if m is a product of an odd number of distinct primes, or 0
otherwise). For primitive γ, Q and Q̄ coincide. If γ is not primitive, the moduli
space M(γ; ζ) is not expected to be compact and the algebraic-geometric definition
of either Q or Q̄ is more involved [7, 8]. The coefficients of Q are expected to give
the intersection cohomology of the compactified moduli space. Moreover, Q̄ is a
particularly useful construct as it appears in the wall-crossing formula (3.4) even
for quivers with primitive total charge.
2 We consider only generic superpotentials, which contain a generic linear combination of all
the generators of the ring of gauge invariant polynomials of the variables φ`k,α,ss0 . The Hodge
numbers of the quiver moduli space are then independent of the choice of superpotential, and we
omit the dependence of M(γ; ζ) on W .
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The Coulomb branch formula proposed in [9–11] is a conjectural formula, valid
for an arbitrary quiver, which expresses Q(γ; ζ; y, t) in terms of a set of invariants ΩS (α; t), which are independent of the stability condition ζ and (for a generic
superpotential W ) of the complex parameter y. We refer to the ΩS (α; t) as the
‘single-centered’ or ‘pure-Higgs’ invariants. An independent mathematical definition of these invariants would be highly desirable. This formula was motivated from
the study of multi-centered black hole quantum mechanics in N = 2 supergravity.
Our goal in this note is to explain this formula in mathematical detail, leaving out
physical motivations. For the physical reasoning that led to the formula, and for
the proof of some of its properties, the reader is referred to the original papers.
More pedagogical reviews can be found in [12, 13]. As an aid to the reader, we
represent below the dependency of the main ingredients which enter the Coulomb
branch formula, with equation numbers where the relations can be found:
F ({αi }; {ζi })
0)
(2.1

(2.12)

gC ({αi }; {ζi }; y)

G({αi })

2)
(2.
§2.3

Q(γ; ζ; y, t)

(1.8)

H({βi }; {ki }; y)

Q̄(γ; ζ; y, t)
(2.
2

)

(2.4

)

Ωtot (α; y, t)
(2.4

)

ΩS (α; t)

Finally a word about notation: throughout our discussion we shall reserve the
symbols γ1 , · · · γK for the basis vectors of Γ+ as introduced above. On the other
hand the symbols γ, αi , βi etc. will be used to label more general elements of Γ+
and occasionally also elements of the vector space V which do not necessarily lie
in Γ+ .
2. Statement of the Coulomb branch formula
The Coulomb branch formula expresses Q(γ; ζ; y, t) in terms of a set of ‘singlecentered’ or ‘pure-Higgs’ indices ΩS (α; t). Since this formula has not been proven
in full generality, we shall denote it by QC (γ; ζ; y, t) with the understanding that
QC is conjecturally equal to Q.3 The formula will only be valid away from the walls
of marginal stability, i.e. for choices of FI parameters ζ for which
K
X

ni ζi 6= 0 for 0 6 ni 6 Ni

i=1
3 The

functions QC and gC were denoted by QCoulomb and gCoulomb in [11].

(2.1)
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except when ni is proportional to Ni . On a wall of marginal stability the moduli
space M and hence the associated Dolbeault polynomial are ill-defined.
2.1. The main formula. The proposed formula for Q̄C (γ; ζ; y, t) takes the form
X
X

1
gC {α1 , · · · , αn }, {c1 , · · · cn }; y
Q̄C (γ; ζ; y, t) =
n!
{αi ∈Γ+ }
n>1 P
n
i=1

n 
Y
i=1

αi =γ

X
mi ∈Z
mi |αi


1 y − y −1
mi mi
Ωtot (αi /mi ; y , t ) ,
mi y mi − y −mi

(2.2)

where the sums over n and {α1 , · · · αn } label all possible ways of expressing γ as
ordered sums of elements αi of Γ+ . The functions gC ({α1 , · · · , αn }; {c1 , · · · cn }; y),
known as Coulomb indices, will be given explicitly in §2.2.4 The ci in the argument
of gC are given in terms of the FI parameters by
ci = ζ · αi .
(2.3)
P
P
The condition (1.1) together with i αi = γ guarantees that i ci = 0. Finally
the functions Ωtot (α; y, t) are given by
X
Y
Ωtot (α; y, t) = ΩS (α; t) +
H({βi }; {mi }; y)
ΩS (βi ; tmi ) . (2.4)
{βi ∈Γ+ },{mi ∈Z}
i
P
mi >1,

i

mi βi =α

The sum over {βi } and {mi } run over unordered sets satisfying the constraint
P
i mi βi = α. H({βi }; {mi }; y) are functions which can be determined from the
functions gC following an algorithm to be described in §2.3. The functions ΩS (α; t),
called single centered indices, are unknown functions of t but are independent of y
and ζ. They are required to satisfy ΩS (α; t) = 0 for α 6∈ Γ+ . They also have no
explicit dependence on the vector γ labelling the original quiver; so for different γ
we use the same set of ΩS (α; t). Some further constraints on ΩS (α; t), as well as
their determination from the Hirzebruch χy -genus, will be discussed in §2.4.
2.2. The Coulomb index gC . Our
 goal in this subsection is to give an expression
for gC {α1 , · · · , αn }, {c1 , · · · cn }; y . First we define
αij = hαi , αj i .

(2.5)

There are two equivalent definitions of gC . The first one is simple to state but
involves testing the existence of solutions of some non-linear algebraic equations.
The second one is an iterative procedure that is more complicated to state but is
purely combinatorical. In both definitions we have, for a single charge vector,
gC ({α1 }; {c1 = 0}; y) = 1 ∀ α1 .

(2.6)

4 Since this function is symmetric in the arguments {α , · · · α }, we can replace the sum over the
n
1
ordered set {α1 , · · · , αn } by the sum over an unordered
Qset, and replace the n! in the denominator
by a symmetry factor |Aut({α1 , · · · , αn })| given by
s ! if among the set {αi } there are s1
k k
identical vectors α̃1 , s2 identical vectors α̃2 etc.
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2.2.1. First definition.
gC ({α1 , · · · αn }; {c1 , · · · cn }; y) =
P
n−1+
αij
i<j
(y − y −1 )−n+1
(−1)

X

s(P ) y

P
i<j

αij sign(zj −zi )

, (2.7)

solutions P

where the sum runs over solutions to the equations
n
X
j=1
j6=i

αij
= ci ,
|zi − zj |

for 1 6 i 6 n − 1 ,

z1 = 0 .

(2.8)

s(P ) in (2.7) is given by the sign of the Hessian det(∂ 2 V /∂zi ∂zj ) of the function
V ({zi }) = −

n
X

αij sign(zj − zi ) log |zi − zj | −

i,j=1
i<j

n
X

ci zi ,

(2.9)

i=1

whose critical points reproduce the conditions (2.8). This prescription follows from
computing the index of the Dirac operator on the moduli space of multi-centered
black holes using the Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz formula [9, 14].
Equation (2.7) gives an unambiguous definition of gC ({α1 , · · · αn }; {c1 , · · · cn }; y)
when each solution to (2.8) has all the centers distinct. However the enumeration
of distinct solutions becomes ambiguous when two or more centers coincide.5 The
remedy found in [11] is to work with a deformed set of parameters. The rules for
generating these deformations will be reviewed in §2.5.
The algorithm described above requires us to find all solutions to (2.8) and
hence in general can only be carried out numerically. (Note however that the final
expression (2.7) is insensitive to the details of the solution and depends only on
the relative ordering of the zi in a given solution). There is however an equivalent
definition of gC ({α1 , · · · αn }; {c1 , · · · cn }; y), derived from the above definition, in
which each step can be carried out analytically. We shall now give this alternative
definition, but casual readers can jump to §2.3 for the definition of the function H
appearing in (2.4).
2.2.2. Second definition. The alternate definition of gC takes the form
P
n−1+
αij
i<j
gC ({α1 , · · · αn }; {c1 , · · · cn }; y) = (−1)
(y − y −1 )−n+1
X
 P α
F {ασ(1) , · · · ασ(n) }; {cσ(1) , · · · cσ(n) } y i<j σ(i)σ(j) ,

(2.10)

σ

where the sum runs over all permutations σ of {1, 2, · · · n}. The function F is
determined recursively by the equations
F ({α̃1 }; {c̃1 = 0}) = 1 ,

(2.11)

5 Since 1/|z − z | diverges as z → z , to examine the existence of solutions with coincident
i
j
i
j
centers we need to take |zi − zj | ∼  for a subset of the centers and then examine if it is possible
to satisfy (2.8) in the  → 0 limit for suitable choice of ratios of these distances. These were called
collinear scaling solutions in [11].
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F ({α̃1 , · · · α̃n }; {c̃1 , · · · c̃n }) =

Θ − α̃n−1,n c̃n (−1)Θ(−α̃n−1,n ) F ({α̃1 , · · · α̃n−1 }; {c̃1 , · · · c̃n−2 , c̃n−1 + c̃n })
+

n−3
X

F ({α̃1 , · · · α̃k , α̃k+1 + · · · α̃n−1 + λk α̃n }; {c̃1 , · · · c̃k , c̃k+1 + · · · c̃n })

k=0

× G(α̃k+1 , · · · α̃n−1 , λk α̃n ) Θ −

X

X

α̃ij

i,j
k+16i<j6n−1

n−1
X


α̃ij sign
α̃kn ,

i,j
k+16i<j6n

i=k+1

(2.12)
where the α̃i are arbitrary elements of V, and
λk = −

X

α̃ij /

i,j
k+16i<j6n−1

n−1
X

α̃in .

(2.13)

i=k+1

Θ(x) is the step function
(
0
Θ(x) =
1

for x < 0,
for x > 0,

(2.14)

and the functions G are determined from another set of recursion relations to be
given below. Once the functions G are known, (2.12) can be used to construct F
recursively starting with the initial value in (2.11).
Physically F {ασ(1) , · · · ασ(n) }; {cσ(1) , · · · cσ(n) } represents the sum of the signs
s(P ) introduced in §2.2.1 for all solutions P in which the zi are ordered as zσ(1) <
zσ(2) < · · · < zσ(n) . G {ασ(1) , · · · ασ(n) } has a similar interpretation except that
in obtaining solutions to (2.8) we set all the ci to zero. A useful property of G is
that G(α̂1 , · · · α̂n ) for any {α̂i } vanishes if the set {1, · · · n} can be divided into two
sets A and B such that α̂ij > 0 for all i ∈ A and j ∈ B [15].
Note that the step and sign functions appearing on the right hand side of (2.12)
and similar factors appearing in the recursion relations for G to be described below,
will be ambiguous if their argument vanishes. The remedy given in [11] is again to
work with a deformed set of parameters. This will be reviewed in §2.5.
We now turn P
to the definition of the function G. First of all G(α̂1 , · · · α̂n ) is
non-zero only if i<j α̂ij = 0. Moreover G vanishes if n < 3. For n = 3,
G(α̂1 , α̂2 , α̂3 ) = Θ(α̂12 α̂23 ) (−1)Θ(α̂23 )+1 ,

α̂i ∈ V.

(2.15)

Another important property of G is that it depends on its arguments α̂i only via the
DSZ products α̂ij = hα̂i , α̂j i. Hence in the recursion relations below, it is sufficient
to specify at every stage the α̂ij appearing in the argument of G; we do not need
to explicitly specify the α̂i (nor even show the existence of the α̂i satisfying the
specified α̂ij ). For four or more arguments, G satisfies the recursion relation
G(α̂1 , · · · α̂m ) = (−1)1+Θ(α̂m−1,m ) Θ − α̂m−1,m

m−1
X
i=1

X

α̂im G(ᾱ1 , · · · ᾱm−1 )+
∆GB ,
B

(2.16)
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where the ᾱi for 1 6 i 6 (m − 1) satisfy
ᾱm−3,m−1 = −ᾱm−1,m−3 = α̂m−3,m−1 +

m−1
X

α̂im ,

i=1

for (i, j) 6= (m − 1, m − 3) or (m − 3, m − 1) .

ᾱij = α̂ij

(2.17)

The sum over B in (2.16) runs over all subsets of α̂1 , · · · α̂m of three or more
consecutive elements and containing either α̂m , or both α̂m−1 and α̂m−3 (or all
three of them). ∆GB is given as follows. First of all we introduce auxiliary elements
0
α̂10 , · · · α̂m
of V satisfying
0
0
α̂im
= −α̂mi
= µB α̂im

for i = 1, 2, · · · m − 1 ,

0
0
α̂m−3,m−1
= −α̂m−1,m−3
= α̂m−3,m−1 + (1 − µB )

m−1
X

α̂im ,

i=1
0
α̂ij
= α̂ij

for all other i, j ,

(2.18)

where µB takes different values for different choices of B and will be specified below.
(1) For B = {α̂m−2 , α̂m−1 , α̂m } and m > 4, we have
µB = −α̂m−2,m−1 /(α̂m−1,m + α̂m−2,m ) ,

(2.19)

and
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∆GB = G(α̂10 , · · · α̂m−3
, α̂m−2
+ α̂m−1
+ α̂m
) × G(α̂m−2
, α̂m−1
, α̂m
)×

sign(α̂m−1,m + α̂m−2,m ) Θ(−(α̂m−2,m−1 + α̂m−1,m + α̂m−2,m )α̂m−2,m−1 ) .
(2.20)
(2) For B = {α̂k , · · · α̂m } for 3 6 k 6 (m − 3) we have
µB =



X

α̂ij +

m−1
X

α̂im

. k−1
X

i=1

i,j
k6i<j6m−1

α̂im ,

(2.21)

i=1

and
m


 k−1

X
X
0
0
0
∆GB = G α̂10 , · · · α̂k−1
,
α̂i0 × G(α̂k0 , α̂k+1
, · · · , α̂m
) sign −
α̂im
i=1

i=k



×Θ −



X

α̂ij



i,j
k6i<j6m

X

α̂ij +

i,j
k6i<j6m−1

m−1
X

α̂im



.

(2.22)

i=1

(3) For B = {α̂k , · · · α̂m−1 } for 2 6 k 6 (m − 3) we have
µB =



X
i,j
k6i<j6m−1

α̂ij +

m−1
X
i=1

α̂im

. m−1
X
i=1

α̂im ,

(2.23)
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and
m−1


 m−1

X
X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∆GB = G α̂1 , · · · α̂k−1 ,
α̂i , α̂m × G(α̂k , α̂k+1 , · · · , α̂m−1 ) sign −
α̂im
i=1

i=k

 
×Θ −

X

α̂ij +

m−1
X

α̂im

i=1

i,j
k6i<j6m−1



X

α̂ij



.

(2.24)

i,j
k6i<j6m−1

(4) For B = {α̂2 , · · · α̂m } and m > 4 we have
 X
.
µB =
α̂ij + α̂1m α̂1m ,

(2.25)

i,j
26i<j6m

and
 
∆GB = Θ −

X

α̂ij

i,j
26i<j6m



X

α̂ij + α̂1m



0
sign(−α̂1m ) G(α̂20 , · · · α̂m
).

i,j
26i<j6m

(2.26)
(5) For m = 4 and B = {α̂2 , α̂3 , α̂4 } we have
µB = −α̂23 /(α̂24 + α̂34 ) ,

(2.27)

and

∆GB = Θ − α̂23 (α̂23 + α̂34 + α̂24 ) × sign(α̂24 + α̂34 ) G(α̂20 , α̂30 , α̂40 ) .

(2.28)

This finishes our description of ∆GB in all cases. This in turn defines G, and hence
F and gC . The equivalence of the definitions of gC given in §2.2.1 and in this
section was proven in [11].
2.3. Definition of the functions H. We now give the algorithm for constructing
the functions H({βi }; {ki }; y) appearing in (2.4).
(1) When the number of βi is less than three, H({βi }; {ki };P
y) vanishes.
(2) For three or more βi , observe that the expression for QC ( i kiQ
βi ; ζ; y) given
ki
in (1.7), (2.2) contains a term proportional to H({βi }; {kP
i }; y)
i ΩS (βi ; t )
arising from the choice m = 1 in (1.7), n =P1, α1 = i ki βi , m1 = 1 in
(2.2), and mi = ki in the expression for Ωtot ( i ki βi ; y, t) in equation (2.4).
We fix H({βi }; {ki }; y) by demanding that
Q
Pthe net coefficient of the product
ki
Ω
(β
;
t
)
in
the
expression
for
Q
(
S
i
C
i
Pi ki βsi ; y, t) is a Laurent polynomial in y, i.e. a finite sum of the form
cs y where the cs are constant
and the sum over s runs over a finite set of positive and negative integers
(including zero). This of course leaves open the possibility of adding to H
a Laurent polynomial. This is resolved by using the minimal modification
hypothesis, which requires that H must be symmetric under y → y −1 and
vanish as y → ∞ [9]. We determine H({βi }; {mi }; y) iteratively by beginning with the H with three βi and then determining successively the H
with more βi .
Q
For illustration, suppose that the coefficient of i ΩS (βi ; tki ) in some
example was (y 2Q+ y −2 )/(y − y −1 )2 before taking into account the term
H({βi }; {ki }; y) i ΩS (βi ; tki ). Then we choose
H({βi }; {ki }; y) = −2/(y − y −1 )2
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so that the total coefficient of

Q

i

ΩS (βi ; tki ) becomes

(y 2 + y −2 − 2)/(y − y −1 )2 = 1 ,
which is a Laurent polynomial in y.
(3) H is expected to be independent of the FI parameters and hence can be
calculated for any value of these parameters.
A useful property of H({β1 , · · · βn }; {k1 , · · · kn }; y) is that it vanishes if the set
{1, · · · n} can be divided into two sets A and B such that hβi , βj i > 0 for all i ∈ A
and j ∈ B [15].
2.4. Constraints on the ΩS (α; t). In the Coulomb branch formula the ΩS (α; t) are
unknown functions of t. In this section we shall discuss some necessary conditions on
α in order for ΩS (α; t) not to vanish. It is important to remember, however, that
these conditions should be used after determining the functions H({βi }; {ki }; y)
following the procedure of §2.3 where we treat all the ΩS (α; t) for γ ∈ Γ+ to be
non-vanishing and independent of each other.
The first set of conditions on ΩS (α; t) are
(
1 if a = 1, b = 0 or a = 0, b = 1,
ΩS (aγi + bγj ; t) =
(2.29)
0 otherwise,
P
for any linear combination of two basis vectors aγi + bγj . ΩS ( i ni γi ; t) can be
non-zero if at least 3 of the ni are non-zero,
but only if the following condition
P
holds. Let β1 , · · · βn be the set of n = i ni vectors with n1 of P
the βk being γ1 ,
n2 of the βk being γ2 etc., and let βk` ≡ hβk , β` i. Then for ΩS ( i ni γi ; t) to be
non-zero there must exist n vectors ~r1 , · · · ~rn ∈ R3 satisfying the equations
n
X
`=1

βk`
=0
|~rk − ~r` |

∀ k.

(2.30)

For n = 3 this condition requires that the set of numbers
(β12 , β23 , β31 )

or

(−β12 , −β23 , −β31 )

are all positive and satisfy the triangle inequality [16]. For n > 4 there is no such
simple criterion but one can show that (2.30) has no solutions if we can divide the
set {1, · · · n} into two sets A and B such that βk` > 0 for all k ∈ A and ` ∈ B [15].
Further constraints on ΩS which follow from symmetry under quiver mutations will
be discussed in (3.16).
The Coulomb branch formula gives an expression for the Dolbeault polynomial
– a function of two variables y and t – in terms of the ΩS (α; t) which are functions
of a single variable t. Furthermore the Dolbeault polynomial depends on the FI
parameters ζ but the ΩS (α; t) do not. So by knowing ΩS (α; t) for one ζ one can
deduce QC (γ; ζ; y, t) for any other values of the FI parameters. A practical way
of computing ΩS (α; t) is to specialize (2.2), to y = 1/t = v 1/2 , where the lefthand side becomes proportional to the Hirzebruch χy -genus χ(M, v) via equation
(1.6). Inverting this relation allows to express ΩS (α; t) in terms of the Hirzebruch
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χy -genera χ(M(γ; ζ), v) associated to subquivers, for a fixed choice of stability
condition ζ.6
2.5. Deformations of the input parameters. As mentioned in §2.2.1 and §2.2.2,
in order to determine gC unambiguously we need to work with a deformed set of
parameters. In this subsection we shall review this prescription. However we would
like to mention at the outset that while the deformed parameters are to be used in
equations (2.8) and (2.9) for enumerating the solutions and computing s(P ), and
also computing the step and sign functions appearing in various equations in §2.2.2,
the exponent of y in (2.7) or (2.10) is always computed with the undeformed αij ,
related to the undeformed γij via (1.2).
(1) In the first step we deform the original numbers γij by arbitrary small
numbers:
γij → γij + 1 ξij ,
(2.31)
where 1 is a small positive number and ξij are arbitrary but sufficiently
generic real numbers between −1 and 1 satisfying ξij = −ξji . In particular
for given 1 , ξij should be such that any ordered
β1 , · · · βs ∈ Γ+
P set of vectors
P
with s > 2 and not all βP
k parallel, satisfying
k βk =
i ni γi with ni 6 Ni ,
have the property that i<j βij 6= 0. This condition ensures that the set of
equations (2.8) has no solutions where two or more centers coincide, except
if the αi associated with all the centers are parallel. Furthermore 1 should
be sufficiently small so that for given ξij the above condition holds for any
1 between the chosen value and 0 except possibly at 1 = 0. Since the
undeformed βij are all integers, the last condition
can be ensured by taking
P
1 to be less than 2/N (N − 1) where N = i Ni is the rank of the quiver.
The deformation parameters 1 and ξij , once chosen, must be kept fixed
throughout the calculation, e.g. for gC with various arguments as well as
for calculating the functions H using the procedure described in §2.3 we
must use the same deformation parameters.
(2) The above deformation does not completely remove the ambiguity in enumerating the solutions to (2.8) since two or more zi whose associated αi
are parallel can still coincide. Furthermore if the P
original vector γ is not
0
primitive then for the arguments ci of gC in (2.2), i ci may vanish where
P0
i denotes sum over a proper subset of the elements. This allows a solution where two sets of zi have infinite separation from each other. To avoid
such situations we carry out a second deformation in which we choose some
arbitrary ordering of the αi and deform the αij and the ci in the argument
of gC to
αij → αij + 2 ηij , ci → ci + 2 fi .
(2.32)
Here 2 is a small positive number, and fi and the ηij are arbitrary but
sufficiently generic
P real numbers between −1 and 1 satisfying ηij = −ηji > 0
for j > i and
i fi = 0. For given 1 , ξij and 2 , ηij and fi should be
P
such that i,j∈A;i<j ασ(i)σ(j) is non-zero for any permutation σ and any
6 Note

P

that the Coulomb branch formula expresses QC (γ; ζ; y, t) for γ =
N γ in terms
i i i
P
of ΩS (α; t) for α =
p
γ
,
0
6
p
6
N
.
Thus
to
systematically
calculate
the
ΩS from the
i
i
i
i
i
P
knowledge of χ we need to begin with the lowest rank quivers (minimum possible values of
N)
i i
and then work our way upwards.
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P
subset A of 1, · · · n containing two or more elements, and i∈B ci should be
non-zero for any non-empty proper subset B of 1, · · · n. These conditions
ensure that with the deformed parameters the set of equations (2.8) has no
solutions where two or more centers coincide or where one or more centers
get infinitely separated from the rest. Furthermore 2 should be sufficiently
small so that for given 1 , ξij and ηij , the conditions mentioned above hold
for all 2 between the chosen value and 0, except possibly at 2 = 0. If we
choose the original values of the ζi and the deformations 1 ξij to be integer
multiples of 1/Λ for some large number Λ, then the last condition can be
ensured by taking 2 to be less that 2/(n(n − 1)Λ).
Note that this set of deformations is ‘local’ e.g. specific to the evaluation
of gC with a specific set of arguments. For evaluating gC with another set of
arguments we use another set of deformation parameters 2 and ηij satisfying the conditions described above. However different terms contributing to
a given gC must be computed with the same set of deformation parameters.
(3) This finishes the procedure that needs to be followed for the evaluation of
gC given in §2.2.1. However this still leaves some ambiguity in the analysis
of §2.2.2 since even after we deform the parameters αij and ci using the
two-step process described above, one or more of the arguments of the step
and sign functions on the right hand side of (2.12), and similar functions
appearing in the recursion relations for G, may vanish accidentally making
these functions ambiguous. These occur on codimension > 1 subspaces of
the space of the deformation parameters 2 and αij and we can adjust these
parameters to stay away from these subspaces.
It was argued in §3.2 of [11] that QC computed from this procedure is independent
of the choice of the deformation parameters 1 ξij and 2 ηij .
For quivers without oriented loops an alternative version of the Coulomb branch
formula that does not require the deformations given in (2.31), (2.32) was given
in [17]. We do not know of an extension of this to the general case.

2.6. Mathematica code. The algorithm for computing the Dolbeault polynomial
QC using the Coulomb branch formula was implemented in a Mathematica package
called CoulombHiggs.m, whose first version was described in Appendix A of [11].
The latest release and updated instructions can be downloaded from
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/∼pioline/computing.html
The package contains many other commands to compute e.g. the Coulomb indices
gC or the Reineke formula mentioned in §3.1 of this review. Here we describe the
main command for computing Coulomb branch formula. After copying the file
CoulombHiggs.m in the same directory as the notebook, evaluate
In[1]:=
Out[1]:=

SetDirectory[NotebookDirectory[]]; «CoulombHiggs.m
CoulombHiggs v2.1 - A package for evaluating quiver
invariants using the Coulomb and Higgs branch formulae.
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The main routine for evaluating QC is CoulombBranchFormula, whose usage is as
follows:
In[2]:=

Out[2]:=

Simplify[CoulombBranchFormula[4{{0, 1, -1},{-1, 0, 1},
{1, -1, 0}}, {1/2, 1/6, -2/3}, {1, 1, 1}]]
2 + y12 + y 2 + OmS({1, 1, 1}, y, t)

This routine computes QC (γ; ζ; y, t). The first argument corresponds to the matrix
of DSZ products γij (an antisymmetric matrix of integers), the second to the FI
parameters ζi (a vector of rational numbers) and the third to the dimension vector
Ni (a vector of integers). The code allows for the possibility of y-dependence in ΩS
(called OmS in the code), but for generic superpotential the single-centered indices
ΩS (γ; y, t) can be taken to be independent of y. The constraint (2.30) has not been
incorporated in the code, so some of the ΩS appearing in the expression for QC
may actually be zero.
One of the bottlenecks in running the code is due to the need for the deformations
described in (2.31) and (2.32). The current version uses randomly generated small
rational numbers for these deformations. This works well for small number of nodes,
but when the number of nodes becomes large (say > 6) occasionally the arguments
of one of the step functions vanish accidentally. In that case, the step function
evaluates to 1/2 and generates a warning message. In such cases it is advisable to
run the code again: since each run uses different random deformations, typically
the warning messages will disappear.
Irrespective of this issue, the code could certainly be optimized by compiling
and/or parallelizing the computation of the Coulomb indices (the performance of
the version 2.1 released along with this review is already greatly improved with
respect to previous versions, by avoiding to evaluate Coulomb indices which end up
being multiplied by zero).

3. Aspects of the Coulomb branch formula
In this section we shall discuss various aspects of the Coulomb branch formula.
3.1. Quivers without oriented loops and Reineke’s formula. For quivers
without oriented loops, the necessary condition (2.30) always fails and hence all
ΩS (α) vanish except for the ΩS (γi ) associated to basis vectors γi , which are all
equal to 1 according to (2.29). QC computed from (2.2) is therefore t-independent,
and the cohomology is supported in degree (p, p). Furthermore by suitably choosing
the deformation parameters described in §2.5 one can simplify the formula for gC
given in §2.2.2. The deformations are chosen as follows. First we choose the ξij in
(2.31) such that the deformed quiver also does not have oriented loop. In this case
the αi appearing in the argument of gC in (2.2) have the property that they can
be ordered such that αij > 0 for i < j. We choose this ordering and then deform
them as in (2.32) with ηij > 0 for i < j so that the deformed αij are all positive for
i < j. One finds that in this case the functions G appearing in the right hand side
of (2.12) all vanish due to the property mentioned in the paragraph below (2.14)
and the recursion relation for F reduces to just the first term on the right hand
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side of (2.12). This gives7
n n
o
Y

F ({α̃1 , · · · α̃n }; {c̃1 , · · · c̃n }) =
Θ − α̃k−1,k (c̃k + · · · c̃n ) (−1)Θ(−α̃k−1,k ) .
k=2

(3.1)
Furthermore all the relevant H-functions also vanish due to the property mentioned
at the end of §2.3. It was shown in §4 of [11] that the Coulomb branch formula computed with this expression for F reduces to Reineke’s formula [18] for the Poincaré
polynomial of the moduli space of quivers without oriented loops.
3.2. Wall-crossing. It was shown in §4.1 and §5.4 of [9] that the Coulomb branch
formula satisfies the wall-crossing formula given in [14] (and further elaborated
in [19–21]), provided the single-centered invariants ΩS (γ) stay constant across the
wall.
In the context of quivers the wall-crossing
formula can be stated as follows. First
P
note that (1.1) gives ζ · γ = 0 for γ = i Ni γi . A quiver carrying charge vector γ
hits a wall of marginal stability if the FI parameters take values such that ζ · γ 0 = 0
e + the intersection of Γ+ with the plane
for another vector γ 0 6k γ. If we denote by Γ
0
e + , ζ · α vanishes on
spanned by γ and γ then it follows that for any vector α ∈ Γ
L
R
the wall. Let ζ , ζ denote two different points in the FI parameter space on two
sides of the marginal stability wall, satisfying the conditions (1.1) and:
e+ .
hβ, γi (ζ L · β) > 0, hβ, γi (ζ R · β) < 0, ∀ β ∈ Γ
(3.2)
e + let us define
For any vector α ∈ Γ
ζα ≡ ζ − (h(γ − α), γ1 i, · · · h(γ − α), γK i)(hγ, αi)−1 ζ · α .

(3.3)

Note that ζα · α = 0 automatically. For ζ close to the wall of marginal stability, ζα
is close to ζ since ζ · α ' 0. Furthermore ζα is on the ‘same side’ of the wall as ζ
in the sense that (3.2) holds with γ replaced by α and ζ replaced by ζα . With this
definition of ζα the wall-crossing formula of [14] can be stated as8
n
Y
X 1 X
R
R
L
Q̄C (αi , ζαRi ; y, t) ,
gC (α1 , · · · αn ; c1 , · · · cn ; y)
Q̄C (γ, ζ ; y, t) =
n!
n
i=1
αi ∈e
Γ+
P
i

αi =γ

(3.4)
where
R
cR
i = ζ · αi .

(3.5)
e+
The sum over
P {αi } in (3.4) runs over all ordered set of vectors α1 , · · · αn ∈ Γ
satisfying i αi = γ. Furthermore, even if the original quiver γ has oriented loops,
the αi appearing in the argument of gC on the right hand side of (3.4) can be
partially ordered so that αij > 0 for i < j. Hence by deforming them so that
αij > 0 for i < j, we can use (2.10) with the expression for F given in (3.1) for
computing gC . The equivalence of this wall-crossing formula and the KontsevichSoibelman wall-crossing formula [8] was proven in [17, 22].
7 If we had chosen a different set of deformation parameters then the intermediate steps will
be more complicated but the final results will be the same.
8 The definition of ζ was not given explicitly before, but it follows from the analysis if §4.1
α
of [9] in a straightforward manner.
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3.3. Generalized quiver mutations. The Coulomb branch formula (2.2) is conjectured to be invariant under a general mutation symmetry [26]. To describe this
conjecture in its most general form we need a slight generalization of this formula
as follows:
(1) We take the ΩS to depend on y and denote them by ΩS (α; y, t). In all the
formulæ in §2.1 we replace ΩS (α; tm ) by ΩS (α; y m , tm ).
(2) We relax the constraints (2.29) and (2.30).
We now pick a particular node k and define Ωn,s and M via
X
XX
Ωn,s (`γk )y n ts ,
`2 Ωn,s (`γk ) .
ΩS (`γk ; y, t) =
M≡
(3.6)
n,s

We further define
(
γi0 =
(
0
γij

=

`>1 n,s

−γk
γi + M max(0, εγik ) γk

if i = k,
if i =
6 k.

−γij
γij + M max(0, γik γkj ) sign(γkj )

if i = k or j = k,
if i, j 6= k.

(

−ζk
ζi + M max(0, εγik ) ζk
(
P
−Nk + M j6=k Nj max(0, εγjk )
0
Ni =
Ni
ζi0

=

if i = k,
if i =
6 k.
if i = k,
if i =
6 k.

(3.7)

where ε takes values ±1 with the + sign corresponding to right mutation and the
− sign corresponding to left mutation. These transformation laws, which will be
called the generalized mutation transformations, guarantee that
X
X
γ≡
Ni γ i =
Ni0 γi0 .
(3.8)
i

i

Ω0S (α; y, t)

through the relations
 


0

for α 6k γk ,
ΩS α + M max(0, εhα, γk i) γk ; y, t


ΩS (α; y, t) =


for α k γk .
Ω0S − α; y, t

We also define

(3.9)

In [26] we conjectured that QC (γ; ζ; y, t) produced by the Coulomb branch formula
is invariant under the generalized mutation transformation:
(
Q0C (γ; ζ 0 ; y; t) if γ 6k γk ,
QC (γ; ζ; y; t) =
(3.10)
Q0C (−γ; ζ; y, t) if γ k γk ,
provided the following conditions hold:
ε ζk < 0 ,
Ωn,s (`γk ) > 0 ∀ ` > 0 ,

Ωn,s (`γk ) = 0 for ` > `Max ,

(3.11)
(3.12)
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for some `MaxP
. In (3.10), it is understood that in computing the l.h.s. we have to
express γ as i Ni γi treating the γi as the basis vectors and apply the Coulomb
branch formula (2.2), (2.4) with single P
centered indices ΩS (α; y, t), while in computing the r.h.s. we have to express γ as i Ni0 γi0 treating the γi0 as the basis vectors
and then apply the Coulomb branch formula (2.2),
P (2.4) with single centered indices
Ω0S (α; y, t). Since Ω0S (α0 ; y, t) = 0 unless α0 = i ni γi0 with ni > 0, the transformation law (3.9) forces the correponding ΩS (α; y, t) also to vanish. This can be made
explicit by expressing (3.9) as
X

X

ΩS
ni γi = ΩS
(3.13)
ni γi0 ,
i

i

where
for i 6= k ,


X
X
nk = −nk + M
nj max(0, εγjk ) − M max 0, ε
nj γjk .
ni = ni

j6=k

(3.14)

j6=k

Thus the condition nk > 0 for P
non-vanishing Ω0S translates to the following condition
for getting non-vanishing ΩS ( i ni γi ):


X
X
nk 6 M
nj max(0, εγjk ) − M max 0, ε
nj γjk .
(3.15)
j6=k

j6=k

For M = 1 these transformation rules reduce to the usual mutation tranformation rules discussed in [8, 27–29]. If we further restrict to quivers with generic
superpotentials where the ΩS become y-independent, then (3.9) shows that the
Ω0S are also y-independent. This is consistent with the fact that under mutation,
a generic superpotential transforms into a generic superpotential. Note that the
fact that the Coulomb branch formula with y-independent ΩS transforms under
mutation to the Coulomb branch formula with y-independent Ω0S is a non-trivial
test of the Coulomb branch formula itself. Furthermore since both left and right
mutations are known to be symmetries of the quiver, the condition (3.15) now gives
a constraint on the ΩS associated with the physical quivers. We can in fact make
these constraints stronger by requiring Ω0S to satisfy (2.29). This gives the following
condition on ΩS (α):
X

ΩS
ni γi = 0 unless for all k and ε = ±1
i

nk 6

X
j6=k



X
nj max(0, εγjk ) − max 0, ε
nj γjk ;
j6=k

ΩS (aγi + bγj + cγk ) = 0 unless for all distinct i, j, k, a, b > 0 and ε = ±1

c < a max(0, εγik ) + b max(0, εγjk ) − max 0, ε(aγik + bγjk ) .
(3.16)
3.4. Other tests. The Coulomb branch formula passes several other consistency
tests.
(1) It was shown in [10, 23] that the Coulomb branch formula correctly reproduces the cohomology of cyclic abelian quivers of the form
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(3.17)

aK

a1
#

KT
aK−1

2

a2

K −1 o

...

Let us consider FI parameters in the range
ζ1 , · · · ζK−1 > 0,

ζK < 0 .

(3.18)

The result for the Dolbeault polynomial of this quiver, computed using the
Coulomb branch formula, takes the form
QC (γ1 + · · · + γK ; y, t) ' ΩS (γ1 + · · · + γK ; t)
P
 K−1
X
Y  PK σ a
σ` y `=1 ` ` ,
+ (−1)K−1+ ` a` (y − y −1 )−K+1
σ1 =±1,σ2 =±1,···σK =±1
`=1
PK

sign

`=1

a` σ` =−σK

(3.19)
where ' denotes that this formula computes correctly the coefficients of the
non-positive powers of y. The coefficient of the positive powers of y can be
found using the y → 1/y symmetry. This agrees with the result obtained
directly from the analysis of the quiver moduli space in [24, 25].
(2) The Coulomb branch formula was tested in many other explicit examples
in §5 and §6 of [10]. For example, consider the quiver
(3.20)

F1
a

c



3o

b

2

with rank (1,1,2), FI parameters
ζ1 > 0,

ζ1 + ζ2 > 0,

ζ2 < 0,

ζ3 → 0− ,

(3.21)

and positive integers a, b, c satisfying
a < 2c,

b < c,

k ≡ a + 2b − 2c > 0 .

(3.22)
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The Coulomb branch formula gives the result
QC (γ1 + γ2 + 2γ3 ; y, t)
n
y −k+1 − y k−1
o
1
1
+ (k − 1)(y + y −1 )2 (y − y −1 ) + (−1)k/2 (y − y −1 )3
for k even
4
4
n
= ΩS (γ1 + γ2 + 2γ3 ; t) + (y − y −1 )−3 (y + y −1 )−1 y k−1 − y −k+1
o
1
− (k − 1)(y 2 − y −2 )
for k odd .
(3.23)
2

= ΩS (γ1 + γ2 + 2γ3 ; t) + (y − y −1 )−3 (y + y −1 )−1

This agrees with the result of explicit computation of the Dolbeault polynomial of the quiver moduli space.
(3) For quivers with oriented loops the Reineke formula given in [18], called
the Higgs branch formula in [11], no longer computes the Poincaré polynomial of the quiver moduli space. Instead, it computes the cohomology
of the (non-compact) space obtained by imposing only the D-term constraints given by the first set of Q
equations in (1.4), together with the effect
of taking the quotient by the i U (Ni ) gauge groups. Let us call this
the embedding space. Under suitable conditions the F-term constraints,
given by the second set of equations in (1.4), can be regarded as sections
of line bundles with positive curvature. Using repeated application of Lefschetz hyperplane theorem we can then relate the Hodge numbers hp,q of
the quiver moduli space M to the Hodge number of the embedding space
for low values of (p + q). Since the former is conjecturally given by the
Coulomb branch formula whereas the latter is given by the Higgs branch
formula, this gives a specific relation between the Coulomb and the Higgs
branch formulæ. The precise relation takes the following form [15]. If we
take the expression for QC (γ; ζ; y, t) then the coefficients of the powers of
y −1 , that do not have any explicit dependence on unknown ΩS after using
(2.29), must match with the corresponding coefficients in the Higgs branch
formula. It is however important that we do not use (2.30) to set some
of the ΩP
S to zero for making this comparison, although we are allowed to
set ΩS ( i ni γi ; t) to zero if the subquiver given by the dimension vector
(n1 , · · · nK ) does not contain a closed loop. The technical reason for this is
that even if a subquiver fails to satisfy (2.30) but has oriented loop, we can
construct a gauge invariant superpotential involving the variables φ`k;α;ss0
associated with the subquiver. This correspondence between the Coulomb
and the Higgs branch formula has been tested in a number of examples [15].
3.5. Variants of the conjecture. The version of the conjecture stated in §2 is
in its strongest form. There are however some more conservative versions of this
conjecture which we describe below.
(1) If we set t = 1 then the Dolbeault polynomial (1.5) reduces to the Poincaré
polynomial containing information about the Betti numbers only. The
Coulomb branch formula (2.2) for t = 1 now expresses the Betti numbers
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in terms of ΩS (γ; t = 1).9 The latter in turn can be related to the Euler
number χ(M) by setting y = t = 1 on both sides of (2.2), since in that case
(1.5) gives Q(M; y = 1, t = 1) = (−1)d χ(M). Thus the Coulomb branch
formula specialized to t = 1 can be viewed as an expression for the Betti
numbers of M in terms of the Euler numbers of the moduli space of Q(γ; ζ)
and its subquivers. This weak form of the conjecture is the one which is
directly related to and motivated by black hole quantum mechanics.
(2) Another version of the conjecture allows the ΩS to depend both on t and y.
In this case, in order to ensure consistency with the wall-crossing formula,
all factors of ΩS (α; tm ) have to be replaced by ΩS (α; y m , tm ) in (2.4). For
fixed values of the FI parameters ζ, the ΩS (α; y, t) are just a repackaging
of the Dolbeault polynomials Q(α; ζ; y, t). However, unlike the latter, the
former are independent of the FI parameters. We can in fact regard the
Coulomb branch formula with (t, y)-dependent ΩS as the most general solution to the wall-crossing formula. This formula may be valid more generally,
e.g. for quivers with non-generic superpotentials.
3.6. Application to framed BPS indices. Beyond its utility for computing the
cohomology of quiver moduli spaces, and applications to black hole counting, the
Coulomb branch formula can also be used to compute framed BPS indices associated to line defects in N = 2 supersymmetric field theories [30]. For a wide class
of models, the framed BPS spectrum can be obtained by adjoining an additional
‘framing node’ γF to the original quiver that governs the BPS spectrum in the
bulk. The prescription of [31] is that the framed BPS indices are computed using the Coulomb branch formula, with single-centered invariants ΩS (α) equal to
0 whenever the charge vector α has non-zero support on γF , except for ΩS (γF )
itself, which is set equal to 1. It was checked in various examples that the resulting
generating functions for framed invariants satisfy the Operator Product Expansion algebra for line defects [31] and agree for y = 1 with the generating functions
computed in [30]. It is important to stress that the framed BPS indices obtained
by this prescription differ from the BPS indices describing the cohomology of the
corresponding framed quiver with generic superpotential, as the latter requires a
different set of single centered invariants ΩS (α), which in general do not vanish
when α has support on the framing node.
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